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The international puppet theater festival “Three are 
too many – two not enough” is a festival, which has 
conserved its traditions . Since the distant 1977, when 
the festival was still known as “An international preview 
of the puppet miniature for adults”, it has developed an 
emphatic and enigmatic presence on the map of festi-

vals . And what kind of a map could this be, the event is 
always taking place and that’s it! The festival usually 
aims to offer a diverse and colorful program, and in this 
way fill a really small and fascinating territory with 
theater, music, street art, expositions and also manage 
to make all the efforts of the team, for selection of the 

предмети, малките пътешест-
вия и срещите с други малки 
същества . А те, без претенция 
и с елегантност в актьорски 
план, ще ни подскажат колко е 
важно завръщането в прашни-
те ъгъли на детството – в пре-
откриване на предмети, места 
и чуването на гласове, които ни 
връщат истинската радост от 
играта на въображението . А 
малкият Орнан е голяма рабо-
та – не забравя да изчезне също 
така магично, както се е поя-

вил, за да остави зад себе си 
послевкуса и жаждата за прик-
люченстване и мечтаене .

Ирония
Най-неочакван беше спекта-

кълът със закачливото заглавие 
„Тя трябваше да каже „Не“ на 
театъра от Гърция с още по-за-
качливо име „Не се паникьо-
свай“ . Някога някъде бях чувала, 
че по-добре един театър да те 
шокира, да те понапрегне, да те 
подразни, да не го разбереш, от-
колкото тотално нищо да не 
чувстваш, а в най-лошия случай 
– да ти се приспи . Гръцкото пред-
ставление постави всички въз-
можни препинателни знаци и 
създаде онова чувство за диску-
сия, което прави театърът жив . 
Жанрът и стилът му са химиче-
ска реакция от кино, анимация, 
куклен театър и рисунка . Чудесно 
избрана и забъркана театрална 
лудост, която с голямо намигва-
не и сръгване в ребрата иска да 
се надсмее, да погъделичка мал-
ко предубеденото ни съзнание и 
да прескочи отвъд нагласите ни 
– а именно чрез чиста ирония и 
гротескно осмиване на т .нар . 
„психотрилър“ . Като един не 
особено голям привърженик на 
американската култура, тази 
стържеща и умело изиграна аб-
сурдо-комедия ме накара ня-
колко пъти да се изсмея шумно 
и невъзпитано . Плоските кукли 
произведоха солидно количе-
ство кръв и отрязани глави, ка-
то зададоха директно въпроса 
„Има ме ли нужда от клишета? 
Бихте ли ми разбили едно кли-
ше на око, моля! Да живее иро-
нията!“

About the Duck, the Death, 
the Tulips and All the Rest
Katerina Georgieva

гадката и прецизността, с коя-
то той открива своя малък 
партньор на сцената, са ключът 
към постигането на една чиста 
театралност и емоционално ос-
мисляне на всяко движение, 
стъпка, дума . Орнан играе с 
една малка кукла, която е него-
вото друго лице – облечена по 
същия начин, с малки жестове, 
които ще го отнесат далеч от 
работилницата му . И именно 
там ще разберем необятността 
на малките неща – в малките 
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best from the country and the most curious visiting 
troupes, become true . I can define the presence of the 
festival as warm, atmospheric, windy, geographical, 
theatrical, unconditional (apropos, if the municipal 
counselors, seen as if arranged in a row and holding a 
glass of cognac, suddenly declare: “There is no so much 
money!”, the Festival will reply: “That’s fine, but we will 
make it happen again”, and it will then for sure start 
singing Sinatra’s song “My way”) . Therefore, I almost 
always appreciate in a positive way the happening of 
“Three are too many – two not enough”, because I have 
in mind the specifics of the organization of a festival – 
in the time of the festivals, the black squares, the fic-
tional budgets, the blurred missions and the personal 
interests . My purpose of writing this text is to narrate 
about three shows, which have been exciting to me – 
those, which have cheered me up in the most sponta-
neous way and have managed to awake me from the 
routine of watching, typical for a theatrical critic . And 
my personal criterion for, let’s say, such a gentle poke, is 
the passing of the limits, shown by the genres, the styles 
and the theatrical approaches, which actually end into 
an artistic homogenous mixture, so that everything can 
become brighter and more distinctive .

And here they are:

Death
The Slovenian show “Duck, death and the tulip” is 

a tender philosophic observation, concerning the 
topic of death and some clichés about it . It makes pos-
sible for us that we meet an enchanting world, where 
the Duck and the death draw closer to friends . I 
should admit that the calm rhythm and the monoto-
nous movement of the actresses along the stage, in 
their role of fairies, bored me in the beginning, but in 
the end of the show I was really going to realize why 
so much “attention” was paid to each movement, as if 
it was a sacrament . Here is where we meet each other 
in a gentle and finely depicted theatrical moment, 
which, without disposing of many pretentions, is go-
ing to take us to the key point of intersection – the loss 
of death as a paradox evidence of life, flowing in its 
own orbit, deprived of prospects, expectations and 
predestination . In fact, this friendship, which converts 
in front of us, in a tender and sincere children’s story 
of shadows is only a preamble to something else – the 
journey to each other, the gathering of the different 
souls and the possibility for them to touch each other . 
That is why the show has such a fairy and sensible 
presence – it has prepared us for a calm and quiet 
sigh, slowing of the heart and relaxation of the look, 
so that we could manage to understand this – the 
transience of life is only a beginning of something 
new .

Fantasy
“Tailor made” is a show, which brings me back 

painlessly to the distant early years of my childhood, 
when the cupboards, the wardrobes and the chests of 
drawers were easily turning into a source of fantastic 
stories and when some crazy heroes from other fantas-

tic worlds, well-hidden inside, could suddenly appear . 
Small rooms with colorless lighting, tables, which al-
ways hide something, attic premises, waiting to be dis-
covered – this is the inspiration for the show of the 
Theater “Train” from Israel, which was presented as 
extremely tender and gentle in its development . The 
only person on the stage – Ornan Braier (an author, a 
composer and a performer) surprised me with a qual-
ity, which is rarely conserved, when witnessing a long 
consequence for stage playing of an actor, and namely 
the shyness of a boy . This is, I think, the delicate link, 
which manages to penetrate in a captivating way be-
yond the visually beautiful part of the show, i .e . the 
mystery and the preciseness, which help him to dis-
cover his small partner on the stage, are, in fact, the key 
for achieving a pure theatrical nature and an emotional 
consideration of each movement, step or word . Ornan 
plays with a small puppet which is his second face, 
dressed in the same way and using tiny gestures, which 
will take him far away from his workshop . And that is 
exactly how we will manage to discover the immense-
ness of the small things – it hides in the small objects, 
the small journeys and the meetings with other small 
creatures . And the latter, without being capricious or 
disposing of elegance in terms of acting, will suggest to 
us how important is the return into the dusty corners 
of our childhood – into the rediscovery of objects, 
places and the hearing of voices, which can give us back 
the real joy of the play with imagination . And the small 
Ornan is really doing a big deal – he does not forget to 
disappear in the same magical way, in which he has 
appeared, doing all this in order to leave us with the 
lesson, and the thirst for adventures and dreams .

Irony
The most surprising was the show with the playful 

title “She should have said No!”, performed by the 
Greek theater with even more playful name - “Don’t 
panic” . I had heard some day somewhere that it is bet-
ter if a theater shocks you, overstrains you or irritates 
you, so that you do not even understand it than the 
option of not making you feel anything and in the 
worst case fall asleep . The Greek show used all of the 
possible exclamation marks and created that feeling of 
discussion, which makes the theater alive . I can de-
scribe its genre and style as a chemical reaction from 
a cinema, an animated movie, a puppet theater and a 
drawing . That was a wonderfully chosen and wonder-
fully involved theatrical frenzy, which by means of 
giving the audience a big wink and poke into the ribs, 
wanted to laugh at us, tickle our prejudiced con-
sciousness and jump across our expectations – and all 
that, namely by pure irony and grotesque mock of the 
so called “psycho thriller” genre . Being not such a big 
fan of the American culture, I will say that this strik-
ing and skillfully played absurdist comedy made me 
laugh out loudly and unmannerly a couple of times . 
The flat puppets, which produced a solid quantity of 
blood and sawn heads, asked directly the question: 
“Do we need clichés? Could you scramble a poached 
cliche for me, please?” Long live the irony!


